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Khachosak Rodvinit was one of our 
mentees who started from zero, as he was 
new to Hong Kong few months ago. He 
found really difficult to live in HK. He 
could not even tell his address in 
Cantonese. With mentor Kinki’s 
continual support in the past few months; 
he fears no more and continues his 
Cantonese learning journey.  
 

 
Mentor@Home scheme also encourages 

appreciation of cultural diversity. Mentor 

Natalie and mentee Indpreet had some 
extraordinary language learning activities. 
They tried Dim Sum tasting, preparing 
traditional food and exchanging fashion 
ideas during mentoring lessons.  
 
Both Natalie & Indpreeet discovered the 
beauty of each other’s cultures. They 
became close friend.  
 
So, would you like to create your own 
story? Let’s contact us! 
 
 

What is Mentor@Home? 

Since 2009, Mentor@Home has been providing face-to-face, 
one-to-one, home-based language training to ethnic minorities 
(EM) who are unable to attend formal language classes. In the 
past 7 years, over 263 EM mentees have been helped by 200 
mentors.   
 

Who do we help? 
Our mentees are EM residents who are unable to attend 
Chinese/English courses conducted in classroom settings. They 
might be persons with physical disability, housewives fully-
occupied by house duties or senior residents with low mobility.  
 
To be ELIGIBLE to enroll the scheme, you MUST BE: 
 
1. Ethnic minority residents aged 10 or above,  
2. Do NOT know Chinese and English,  
3. Cannot to attend classroom training (as assessed by our staff in 

interview) or New arrivals reside in Hong Kong for 6 or less 
years 

4. Allow home visits by mentors and staff, and 
5. Willing to commit 15-hour language training and attend 

gathering sessions with mentors. 
 

Enquiry�: 3106-3104 

For more information: 

Visit our multi-lingual information  
Website www.hkcscheer.net 
 

How to enroll as mentee?   
Contact Ms. Katie Ho  
- at telephone: 3106-3104 or 
- in person at CHEER 

If you need language support, please call our 

Free Interpretation Hotlines:  

                                
Bahasa Indonesia        Tagalog              Thai  

3755 6811 

                     
Hindi                            Nepali  

3755 6822 

                 
Urdu                             Punjabi 

3755 6833 
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Home Affairs Department. 


